Abstract -In this letter, the structure of the prototype of a smart antenna working in the 2.4 GHz band is described. The radiating structure is composed by a 8-elements linear array with a finite reflecting plane and its adaptive behaviour is obtained by means of a set of electronically-driven vector modulators that control the array weights. The antenna system is equipped with a control software based on a Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) algorithm that enables the system to adapt to the complex interference scenario. A selected set of numerical and experimental results are reported and discussed to assess the effectiveness of the proposed architecture.
Introduction
The adaptive control of antennas is one of the most promising solution to interference phenomena and saturation effects that verify in a more and more crowded electromagnetic environment. As a matter of fact, the growing diffusion of mobile devices, which employ wireless standards for data exchange, requires an efficient and complex exploitation of the communication channels to guarantee a suitable quality of service (QoS). In such a framework, smart antennas [1] - [3] seem to be a very effective tool for the intelligent management of the physical layer since they provide space selectivity functions useful to enhance the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) at the receiver. The technological difficulties arising in the experimental realization of fully-adaptive antenna systems [4] prevented their development and successive application in wireless systems. Consequently, simpler architectures, as reconfigurable [5] [6] or switched-beam antennas [3] , have been proposed and implemented. In this letter, the design of a prototype of a fully-adaptive antenna is described and validated through some representative numerical and experimental results.
Structure of the Fully-Adaptive Antenna
With reference to The combined signal is then processed by a spectrum analyzer that emulates a receiver able to estimate the SINR value. The whole system is controlled by a personal computer hosting the PSO-based software control. Starting from the current status of the system (i.e., the SINR value) and according to the particle swarm evolution strategy [8] [9], such a module defines the array coefficients to maximize the SINR. Thus, the radiation pattern of the system is continuously modified by placing a maximum value of attenuation in the direction of arrival (DoA) of the interference signals. As far as the hardware interfaces are concerned, there is a GPIB interface between the PC and the spectrum analyser. Moreover, a digital to analog I/O interface has been used to drive the vector modulator with the required differential voltages. Finally, in order to avoid/minimize the electromagnetic interferences between the radiating elements and other HW components, the modules (a) and (b) have been placed just behind the rectangular reflecting surface (see Fig. 2 ) to shield the array elements and the RF modules.
Numerical and Experimental Results
Both hardware and software modules have been separately tested and then integrated to assess the adaptive behaviour of the antenna system. The preliminary assessment has been aimed at verify whether the system is able 
Conclusions
In this letter, the prototype of a smart antenna composed by a 8-elements 
